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Abstract: This article presents an open space concept of areas that are kept permanently free from
buildings, technical infrastructure, and soil sealing. In the European Alps, space is scarce because of
the topography; conflicts often arise between competing land uses such as permanent settlements
and commercial activity. However, the presence of open spaces is important for carbon sequestration
and the prevention of natural hazards, especially given climate change. A GIS-based analysis was
conducted to identify an alpine-wide inventory of large-scale near-natural areas, or simply stated,
open spaces. The method used identified the degree of infrastructure development for natural
landscape units. Within the Alpine Convention perimeter, near-natural areas (with a degree of
infrastructural development of up to 20%) account for a share of 51.5%. Only 14.5% of those areas are
highly protected and are mostly located in high altitudes of over 1500 m or 2000 m above sea level.
We advocate that the remaining Alpine open spaces must be preserved through the delimitation of
more effective protection mechanisms, and green corridors should be safeguarded through spatial
planning. To enhance the ecological connectivity of open spaces, there is the need for tailored spatial
and sectoral planning strategies to prevent further landscape fragmentation and to coordinate new
forms of land use for renewable energy production.

Keywords: Alps; conservation; connectivity; fragmentation; GIS-analysis; land use; open spaces;
protected areas; sectoral planning; spatial planning

1. Introduction

In Central Europe, open spaces are continuously being transformed into settlement
areas and used for technical infrastructure, causing ongoing soil sealing [1–3]. The primary
consequence is a loss of agricultural land. In addition, the landscape is being fragmented
because of urban sprawl, leading to natural habitat isolation and the deterioration of
ecological connectivity, and ultimately causing biodiversity loss [4]. Yet why should we
care about the Alps, as it is the least populated and economically significant area in Central
Europe? In the Alpine region, spatial planning is needed to safeguard open spaces for the
following reasons:

First, the relative speed of temperature increases as a result of climate change is faster
than the European average [5–7]. This impacts the energy transition role of the Alps [8] and
its ability to supply (drinking) water to extra-alpine areas [9]. Second, the alpine ecosystems
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and the population face numerous geohazards because of the terrain– increased extreme
events due to severe gravitational processes through more relief energy, and flooding risks
in narrow valleys [10–13]. The Alpine region, therefore, has the potential to serve as a
pioneer in risk prevention spatial planning, which might be more common in the future and
might also apply to the lowlands or pre-alpine areas. Third, the alpine topography has little
potential for permanent settlements leading to numerous land use conflicts [14–17]. Hence,
the Alps can be seen as a “burning glass” concerning the need for sustainable settlement
development and limiting land take, proving important lessons for spatial planning in
other (central) European regions.

The Alps are not a homogeneous area. Two opposing trends can be observed in its
territorial development: While peripheral areas are partly characterized by population
decline, and abandonment of agricultural land uses (e.g., in mountain areas of Friuli-
Venezia-Giulia, Italy), processes of urbanization and urban sprawl often dominate the
valleys (such as, e.g., in the Austrian Inn valley) [18]. The latter trend is accompanied by a
loss of limited agricultural land. In certain Alpine areas, there is an ongoing development of
technical infrastructure for recreational purposes and ski resorts in high mountain areas [19].
“Hybrid” forms of accommodation (e.g., chalet villages, resorts, apartment buildings,
etc.) are appearing alongside “classic” land requirements such as tourist infrastructure,
accommodation, and locally induced settlement development. In some regions of the
Alps, second homes are a significant factor in the building land demand [20]. Tourism
structures in the Alps are unevenly distributed and typically have significant seasonality.
The combination of climate change and competition in the limited permanent settlement
space [21] highlights the need for supra-local management of tourism development by
spatial planning [22].

The project “ALPBIONET2030” has identified strategically important areas
(transnational/-regional corridors and barriers) for the preservation of ecological con-
nectivity in the EUSALP1 Alpine macro-region, called Strategic Alpine Connectivity Areas
(SACA) [23]. In this respect, spatial planning has an important role to play in ensuring
structural and functional ecological connectivity in terms of coherent Green Infrastructure
(GI) planning. Climate change must be considered in several respects, e.g., it will lead
to a shift in the distribution range of threatened species so that their focal points may no
longer lie within existing protected areas [24]. Furthermore, it increases the risk of natural
hazards, such as landslides, rockfalls, or flooding [11,25,26]. Hence, it is obvious that spatial
planning for open spaces at the local level solely within the framework of municipal land
use planning cannot be sufficient. Knowing that the challenges faced in the Alps are often
cross-border in nature and can best be solved through cooperation, the Alpine countries,
together with the European Union, signed the Alpine Convention in 1991. This pioneering
convention was the first legally binding international treaty that aimed to sustainably
develop and protect an entire mountain range. It also features several legally binding
(implementation) protocols, which set various requirements for the preservation of open
spaces as a mandate for spatial planning and nature conservation in the alpine countries.

Overall, three research questions needed to be answered in this article: Why is it
necessary to safeguard open spaces in the Alpine region? Which open spaces still exist
in the Alps, and how can they be identified? How can they be further safeguarded using
spatial and sectoral planning? The paper first introduces the open space concept from a
spatial planning viewpoint and discusses the state of the art of research on the detection
and analysis of alpine open spaces. Subsequently, the methodological approach of the
paper is presented. A GIS-based cartographic analysis was executed, which identified the
degree of infrastructure development of hydro-geographically delimited spatial landscape
units. In Section 3, the main challenges were identified, followed by a discussion of the
approach and potential steering mechanisms and the last section presents urgent tasks
regarding spatial or sectoral planning.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Detecting Alpine Open Spaces—State of the Art

Before discussing spatial planning issues, we present an overview of recent state-of-
the-art research that analyses open spaces in the Alps (see Table 1). The research works
described were all conducted using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and quantitative
research methods that build on each other methodologically. Chronologically they form
a sequence and are presented starting with a regional pilot study (Vorarlberg), then a
profound national work (Switzerland), and finally an ambitioned analysis for the macro-
regional EUSALP area, which was politically delimited by the EU. In terms of the data basis
on infrastructure, challenges of compatible parameters arise as the study area gets larger.
The issue of spatial units leads to another problem: the reliability of the demarcation of
watershed units. Based on the fact that the analysis from ALPARC 2021 [27] on the EUSALP
perimeter used watershed basins with a too coarse resolution, a subsequent analysis in this
article was performed, focusing on the Alpine Convention perimeters as the core area of
high mountains, deep valleys inside the Alps, and their foreland.

Table 1. Synopsis of GIS-based approaches of open spaces analysis in the Alpine region (Source: own
compilation).

“White Zones”,
Vorarlberg, Austria

“Semi-Natural Open
Spaces”, Switzerland

“Near-Natural Open
Spaces”, EUSALP

“Near-Natural and Pure
Open Spaces” in the
Alpine Convention

Editors and date Kopf, Marlin and
Obkircher 2017 [28] Nischik and Pütz 2018 [29]

Plassmann and
Coronado (ALPARC
2021) [27]

Job et al., 2022 (approach of
this article)

Institution

Vorarlberg
Department of
Spatial Planning and
Building Law,
Bregenz (AT)

Swiss Federal Institute for
Forest, Snow and
Landscape Research,
Birmensdorf (CH)

ALPARC—The Alpine
Network of Protected
Areas, Chambery (FR)
within the
OpenSpaceAlps project

AlpPlan, Academy for
Territorial Development
(DE) and the
OpenSpaceAlps project

Research area: size
and inhabitants
(rounded numbers)

Federal State of
Vorarlberg (AT):
2601 km2;
ca. 400,000

Switzerland:
41,290 km2;
ca. 8,700,000

Alpine macro-region
(EUSALP):
442,697 km2;
>80,000,000

Alpine Convention
perimeter:
191,888 km2;
ca. 14,900,000

Spatial analysis
units

20,000 water
catchments manually
combined into
hydrological units:
681 landscape
“chambers” (mean
size: 3.3 km2)

7388 landscape perception
units based on
hydrological basins (larger
than 2 km2) defined by the
Swiss Federal Office for the
Environment and
aggregated in GIS

Analysis based on
watershed basins
defined by European
Catchments and Rivers
Network (ECRINS)
System (EEA 2012);
functional elementary
catchments (mean size:
40.8 km2)

similar to ALPARC 2021,
but choosing a finer
resolution: EU-HYDRO
hydrological basins (EEA
2020) (mean size: 22.5 km2)

Data basis VoGIS and aerial
photographs

Infrastructure data records
of the Swiss Topographic
Landscape Model and
Swiss ALTI3D digital
elevation model

Open Street Map and
Corine Land Cover
2018; High-resolution
raster of Copernicus
Land Monitoring
Service 2020

Open Street Map and
Corine Land Cover 2018;
High-resolution raster of
Copernicus Land
Monitoring Service 2020
(results from
ALPARC 2021)
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Table 1. Cont.

“White Zones”,
Vorarlberg, Austria

“Semi-Natural Open
Spaces”, Switzerland

“Near-Natural Open
Spaces”, EUSALP

“Near-Natural and Pure
Open Spaces” in the
Alpine Convention

Selection of
disturbing
infrastructures and
buffers

11 infrastructure
categories with a
general 200 m buffer
for each feature

Different buffer classes
from 25 to 1000 m, relate to
disturbing effect of
different infrastructure
categories

Presence of
infrastructure relating
to 11 disruptive
components and
buffers based on
Nischik and Pütz 2018

Presence of infrastructure
relating to 11 disruptive
components and buffers
based on Nischik and Pütz
2018 (results from
ALPARC 2021)

GIS processing

Calculation of the
infrastructure
buffer’s proportion
for the area of each
landscape “chamber”

Operationalization based
on the approach of Kopf
et al., 2017; population
survey on landscape
features and noise
measurement studies of
traffic infrastructure **

Vector processing:
Selection of
infrastructure
components and
creation of buffer zones,
Raster processing:
Rasterization of buffer
zones and merging
of layers

Vector processing:
Selection of infrastructure
components and creation
of buffer zones, Raster
processing: Rasterization
of buffer zones and
merging of layers

Terminology of
identified open
spaces

Classifying of cores of
rather undeveloped
landscape units with
a degree of
infrastructural
development up to
20% *; “white zone”
inventory comprising
83 individual units

Spatial development of a
water catchment unit is
determined by overlaying
the interference effect of all
infrastructure including
buffers; 2394 “semi-natural
open spaces” are defined
as having a degree of
infrastructure development
of up to 20%

Polygons with an
infrastructure
development between
0% and 20% are
extracted to identify the
areas that remain with
a low presence of
infrastructure called
‘near-natural
open spaces’

Differentiation of “pure
open spaces” (defined as
0% altered by any technical
development) and
“near-natural open spaces”
having a degree of
infrastructure development
of up to 10%, up to 20%, up
to 30%, 40%, 50% and
so forth

Critical remarks

Only buildings with a
floor area of min. 200
m2 considered; a
uniform buffer of 200
m does not
differentiate the
effective disturbance

Effects of infrastructures on
landscape aesthetics not
used as justification; data
do not refer to the entire
perimeter of the Alpine
Convention (cf. Job
et al., 2020)

Demarcation of
hydrological basins
(natural landscape
units) is not precise
enough and does not
allow to make
inferences for the local
level

Demarcation of
hydrological basins is
precise from a
transnational perspective
but does not involve the
human landscape
perception adequately

* The threshold of a maximum developed area of 20% assumes that three-quarters to four-fifths of a landscape
should be undeveloped if it is to be perceived as a natural and relatively undisturbed area. This value also shows
relatively high flexibility; if the threshold is raised to 25% or 30% or lowered to 15%, the result remains spatially
similar, and the overall results change only slightly. Given this, one can conclude firstly that a maximum degree
of infrastructural development of 20% yields a spatially coherent result and secondly that minor deficits in the
input data do not significantly affect the overall picture. ** The representative study on landscape perception was
done by Kienast et al., 2013 [30]. The noise calculation is based on the Swiss GIS noise database sonBASE.

Empirical evidence obtained by Kopf et al. (2017) [28] shows that only 6% of Vo-
rarlberg’s area is undeveloped, with negligible infrastructure rates ranging from 0–5%.
Landscape “chambers” are delimited with less than 20% infrastructural development.
These “white zones” account for 19% of the territory. More than three-quarters of those are
at high altitudes (the mean elevation of white zones is 1942 m above sea level), 28% are
used for Alpine meadows, and over 50% are barren Alpine land. The potential for valuable
landscapes worthy of protection is especially high in white zones: 50% of white zones are
officially designated as valuable biotopes (without protection status). However, protected
areas only account for about 30% [28].

In Switzerland, Nischik and Pütz (2018) [29] identify 32.5% of the territory as “semi-
natural open spaces” (defined by a degree of infrastructure development between 0% and
20%), with a mean size of 4.7 km2. Only a small number of the identified semi-natural
open spaces are at low altitudes, usually in valleys: 12.7% are located between the altitudes
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of 1000 m and 1500 m above sea level. Only 2.5% are below 1000 m above sea level, and
a negligible 0.2% can be found below 500 m above sea level. These low-lying areas are
usually flat and covered by soil that can be cultivated. In contrast, many of the detected
semi-natural open spaces are at high altitudes and characterized by steep slopes, vegetation-
free, or glaciated terrain. The largest semi-natural open space in Switzerland covers an area
of 122 km2. This is the water catchment area of the Great Aletsch Glacier, the largest and
longest glacier in the Alps. Furthermore, the analysis shows that only around 47% of all
identified semi-natural open spaces fall under nationally protected areas, mainly located at
high altitudes of around 2000 m above sea level.

Coronado and Plassmann (ALPARC 2021) [27] also delimitate “near-natural open
spaces” with a spatial development of up to 20%. On the scale of the EUSALP macro-
region, this represents only 29% of the area. In contrast, the Alpine Convention perimeter
covers 55% of spaces featuring infrastructure development of up to 20%. When excluding
the areas inside the Alpine Convention perimeter, this proportion decreases to 6%. Nearly
all spaces with infrastructure development of under 10% in the EUSALP are concentrated
inside the Alpine Convention perimeter, resulting in 31% of the surface of the Alpine
Convention. This indicates the huge importance of the Alpine arc as a retreat area for
biodiversity. Near-natural open spaces are mostly covered by bare rocks (47%), sparsely
vegetated areas (45%), glaciers, and perpetual snow (8%)2.

Furthermore, on average, 80% of the “SACA 1”3 area is covered by the near-natural
open spaces. The already mentioned SACA overlay of near-natural open spaces [23] de-
termines the connectivity potential of a given area. Scholars show that the ecological
connectivity function is fully achieved in the intersected areas when the infrastructure
presence is low, and the Continuum Suitability Index (CSI—a combined parameter of
structural landscape connectivity and landscape permeability) [31] has a higher value.
Therefore, the locations identified might be prioritized for ecological connectivity, conser-
vation, and restoration.

Starting from the work of ALPARC 2021 [27], a more detailed GIS analysis was con-
ducted in this article. This included focusing on the smaller perimeter of the Alpine
convention—because the Alpine arc is a biodiversity sanctuary–and choosing a finer resolu-
tion, using hydrological basins from EU-HYDRO [32] with a mean size of 22.5 km2 (in the
Alpine Convention perimeter). In doing so, we differentiated the immaculate (“pure”) open
spaces in the absence of any considered development or infrastructure (as well as buffers,
quasi-executing an explicit “binary” approach). We were also able to identify ‘near-natural
open spaces’ with a degree of infrastructure development— larger than 0.1% and up to
20%—largely free of heavy anthropogenic development.

Next, we present our definition of the open space concept and explain the methods
applied to analyzing Alpine open spaces.

2.2. Definitions

The term open space has not been clearly and conclusively defined by scholars. So far,
there is no consistent understanding among the alpine countries, especially with Alpine
languages providing different notions of the concept. The understanding discussed here is
mainly led by past and present academic and professional discussions in Germany, Austria,
and Switzerland (DE: Freiraumschutz). Historically, open space was a spatial planning
concept that first emerged during the reorientation of spatial planning toward an emerging
environmental policy at the beginning of the 1970s [33]. This was because of a general
trend in society following the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in
1972 in Stockholm: the first worldwide political platform to raise the environment as a
major issue. This was triggered by the problem of increasing greenfield land take owing
to rapid urbanization in European countries. From a landscape ecology perspective, open
space is viewed as a part of the landscape not affected by built development or linear
infrastructure facilities resembling a built development [34]. Hence, of interest are mostly
semi-natural areas with predominantly sustainable uses (e.g., extensive agricultural areas,
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forests, moors, rivers and lakes, farm tracks, cycle paths, and hiking trails), which might be
subject to interactions between natural or anthropogenic factors. They, therefore, consist of
both natural areas, almost untouched by humans, and cultural landscapes that have been
subject to minor transformations [29].

As mentioned above, open space is not an unambiguous term in itself; it must be
carefully used in the respective disciplinary context. In countries such as Germany and
Austria, open space is a term anchored in planning and environmental law as well as spatial
development strategies. However, in other Alpine countries such as Slovenia or Italy, the
term itself is less common or refers only to inner-urban open spaces [22]. As a first basic
definition, open space can be considered an area that is free from extensive anthropogenic
intervention and thus allows for the area-bound functions of landscapes [35]. Extensive an-
thropogenic intervention is primarily considered to involve constructive development and
soil sealing. Other forms of human land use, e.g., agricultural use, also have a considerable
influence on the natural characteristics and ecological processes of an area, but they are
generally considered to be compatible with open space. Thus, the concept of open space
used for spatial planning is not about the absence of anthropogenic use—in the sense of
extreme remoteness and wilderness per se—but about limiting intensive forms of land use
associated with the construction of buildings and technical infrastructure [22]. Open spaces
within settlement structures (e.g., public parks) are not relevant in this analysis because we
argue on a supra-local landscape scale [36].

To comparatively analyze the structure and distribution of open spaces in the Alpine
region, we have developed a specific definition following Job et al. [14,36]: “Open spaces
comprise areas outside housing/settlement areas, commercial/industrial areas and other
specially designated areas (e.g., golf courses and leisure parks) that are kept free from
building developments, which are not predominantly developed (punctual, linear or planar
infrastructure) and are widely free of soil sealing, ideally free of traffic or largely reserved
for non-motorized traffic and thus noise-free. Technical infrastructures not belonging to the
landscape structure are either non- or hardly existent.” “Not predominantly developed”
ideally means a semi-natural open space completely free of disruptive infrastructure, or
at least with only a small proportion of not more than 20% of the space covered with
infrastructure development.

The above definition is a negative definition, which uses different exclusion criteria for
the delimitation of open spaces. This is mainly for the ease of implementation of criteria sets
in a GIS-based model and the better transnational data available for buildings and technical
infrastructure (compared with specific features of open/green spaces). However, open
spaces should not be understood simply as residual spaces. Building on the approaches
of Green Infrastructure (GI) [37,38] and Ecosystem Services (ES) [39,40], open spaces can
also be defined in terms of multifold overlapping functions for ecology, economy, and
society [22]. The targeted inclusion of the structure, qualities, and functions, as well as the
intrinsic value of open spaces into spatial planning, is referred to as open space planning.
It can be understood as an integrated component of spatial planning. Open space planning
must be guided by specific open space functions. However, certain functions are only
effective if the respective areas are spatially and functionally connected to other open
spaces, e.g., as a supra-local biotope network [41].

2.3. Data and Methodology

The approach of the GIS analysis is based on the selection of geodata representing
building development, soil sealing, and technical infrastructures. The most precise and
up-to-date geodata sets for these criteria are usually only available from national or re-
gional authorities. However, these national or regional data often differ in terms of their
structure and the definition of infrastructure categories, and not all of them are publicly
available for research purposes. To cover all states and regions of the Alps equally, geodata
available across Europe are used for the analyses presented, as shown in Table 2. The main
data sources are provided by the European Copernicus Land Monitoring Service (LMS):
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the comparatively coarse-resolution Corine Land Cover 2018 [42] and the high-resolution
Impervious Built-up 2018 [43] dataset. However, many linear infrastructure elements
(such as roads, cable cars, or power lines) can only be integrated with the freely available
data of the OpenStreetMap community. No fundamental guarantee can be given that
these OpenStreetMap data are always accurate, comprehensive, and up to date. However,
several studies [44–46] and our pilot samples in selected alpine regions (comparisons of
OpenStreetMap and official geodata for selected infrastructures) suggest that they are
suitable for analyses on an alpine-wide scale. Accuracy analysis of used geodata (with
specialized remote sensing methods) would go beyond the scope of this article. Sug-
gested reading for evaluation of OpenStreetMap and Copernicus HRL datasets includes,
e.g., [47,48]. In the methodology of this paper (aggregated buffers resulting from different
infrastructure input datasets), potential accuracy deficits of single datasets are compensated
by the mix of several datasets (e.g., the area around buildings/settlements usually also gets
buffered/classified as non-open space because of the presence of roads and other linear
infrastructure, and vice versa). In some cases, only certain sub-categories (such as cable
car types) of the infrastructure layers of OpenStreetMap were extracted to pursue an open
space analysis under the presented definition.

Table 2. Layers and datasets used in the GIS analysis (Source: own compilation; choice of layers and
buffer sizes derived from Nischik/Pütz 2018).

Layer (Infrastructure Component) Sub-Categories of Datasets
(If Applicable)

Buffer Size for
GIS-Analysis Data Source

Buildings (building footprints) 25 m Copernicus Land Monitoring
Service: Impervious Built-up 2018

Roads (except road segments
in tunnels)

Motorway/Primary/Trunk 200 m
OpenStreetMap (Roads and links)
(OpenStreetMap contributors 2021)Secondary/Tertiary 100 m

Residential/Unclassified 100 m

Railways (except railway segments in
tunnels) 200 m OpenStreetMap (OpenStreetMap

contributors 2021)

Cable cars, Ropeways, Ski lifts (Linear
Infrastructure Provision)

Ski lifts/facilities 500 m
OpenStreetMap (OpenStreetMap
contributors 2021)(Other) cable cars 500 m

Material cableway/Ropeway 200 m

Airport/Airfield 1000 m Copernicus Land Monitoring
Service: Corine Land Cover 2018

Mine, Stone Quarry, Raw Material
Extraction Site 500 m Copernicus Land Monitoring

Service: Corine Land Cover 2018

Artificial Leisure Areas (e.g., Golf
Course, Amusement Park, Campsites) 200 m Copernicus Land Monitoring

Service: Corine Land Cover 2018

(High-voltage) Power Lines 200 m OpenStreetMap (OpenStreetMap
contributors 2021)

Dams, Hydropower Facilities 200 m Copernicus Land Monitoring
Service: Corine Land Cover 2018

Landfills/Waste Deposit Sites 500 m Copernicus Land Monitoring
Service: Corine Land Cover 2018

Power Plants, Waste Incineration
Plants, etc. (High Emission Facilities) 1000 m Copernicus Land Monitoring

Service: Corine Land Cover 2018

Based on the open space definition presented in Section 2.2, corresponding criteria
were derived to operationalize the GIS analysis. An area can thus be designated as open
space if it is free of built-up areas and technical infrastructure (direct integration of layers
representing the corresponding built-up areas and linear (transport) infrastructures) and
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their disturbance effects (indirect integration by calculating distance buffers). The central
criteria for the inclusion of infrastructure layers are that they either directly serve motor-
ized human traffic or the energy supply of human settlements or have a corresponding
disturbance effect through noise and pollutant emissions that extend beyond their area.
From a conceptual point of view, certain disturbance effects on the respective environ-
ments must be assumed for the technical infrastructures under consideration. As these
noise and pollutant emissions cannot be individually or realistically modeled for the entire
Alpine region, various spatial buffers are modeled as “proxy” assumptions, which differ
depending on the specific type of built-up area or infrastructure (cf. Table 2). In the GIS
analysis, the resulting open space area is obtained by subtracting (in GIS terms: erasing)
the built-up and infrastructure layers and their buffer areas. The first step of the analysis
is a “binary” consideration, the result of which distinguishes between open space and
non-open space (cf. Figure 1) and is the basis for the further steps of the analysis. In the
second step, the specific level of infrastructure development is then calculated for each
natural landscape unit (hydro-geographical basins: landscape “chambers”). In the maps
and figures of this article, the entire range of infrastructure development is displayed while
setting a maximum threshold of 20% for the identification of near-natural areas to produce
an analysis that is comparable to previous studies that are mentioned in Table 1 and that
use the same threshold. The level of infrastructure development is calculated as follows,
with a resulting value between 0 and 100 percent:

Level o f in f rastructure development (%) =
merged area o f building & in f rastructure layers & bu f f ers

total area o f the natural landscape unit
× 100%
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Figure 1. Binary open space analysis (source: authors’ figure, based on ALPARC 2021).

The geodata of the natural landscape units is taken from the Copernicus LMS “im-
agery and reference data” section. Within the EU-Hydro dataset, Copernicus LMS offers
a drainage model (also called Drainage Network), derived from EU-DEM (digital eleva-
tion model), with catchments and drainage lines and nodes [32]. From this dataset, the
basic units of “basins” are incorporated, which feature a mean size of 22.5 km2 within the
Alpine Convention perimeter. Before processing the basins, lakes were extracted, using the
“inland water” layer as well from the EU-hydro river network. After calculating the level
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of infrastructure development for every natural landscape unit, statistical summaries are
created for different political (Alpine Convention perimeter and EUSALP macro-region)
and administrative territories (countries), the results of which are presented in Section 3. It
is important to mention that when overlaying the perimeters, the natural landscape units
are not cut off at the respective administrative boundary (only for cartographic purposes).
Still, all landscape units are statistically included that are completely or partially located in
the respective perimeter. The EUDEM v.1.1 digital elevation model [49] from the Coperni-
cus Land Monitoring Service with a spatial resolution of 25 m is used for the overlay and
analysis of the elevation levels. For the respective zonal statistics, mean values of the raster
cells of the DEM in the GIS are generated.

To investigate the respective conservation status of the detected open spaces, an
overlay analysis is conducted with the demarcations of alpine protected areas. The data and
classification of highly protected (National Park: core zone, nature reserve, nature/regional
park from Italy) and other protected areas are provided by ALPARC from its database.
Concrete data on spatial planning designations could not be used in the alpine-wide
analysis, as there exist no transnational databases. However, similar planning data was
used for the specific example of the cross-border area between the German federal state of
Bavaria and the Austrian federal state of Salzburg (cf. Figure 6). The geodata is either freely
available from state authorities in the respective region or obtained upon request.

3. Results

The results are divided into three sections corresponding to the consecutive steps of
the analysis. Based on an alpine-wide cartographic analysis, spatial differentiations are
made, and statistical parameters are analyzed.

3.1. Binary Open Space Analysis

Once the selected layers of infrastructure and built-up areas have been buffered accord-
ing to their spatially effective disturbance effect, a binary approach is taken, representing
the infrastructure buffers as well as the remaining open spaces. This approach provides a
total of 114,509 individual open space “patches,” which have a mean area size of 1.32 km2

(standard deviation: 31.2 km2). In total, these open spaces cover an area of 150,760.2 km2,
which is about 79.8% of the Alpine Convention perimeter. The largest contiguous open
space (cf. Figure 1), with an area of 3971.6 km2, is an area between Austria and Italy
(North-, East- and South-Tyrol) with boundaries roughly located around Innsbruck, Bres-
sanone/Brixen, Lienz and Mittersill, and thus comprising mainly of the areas of Tux and
Zillertal Alps and the Hohe Tauern in the core (representing protected area designations
such as national park, nature park, and “Tyrolean quiet areas”).

Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution. The red areas correspond to well-known
patterns of settlement density in the Alps but also become more apparent in areas that
feature a high density of cable cars and other technical lifts. Large inner alpine valleys such
as the Inn valley, the Rhine valley, the Adige valley, or the Rhone valley are characterized
by dense infrastructure coverage and thus have few remaining open spaces. A high degree
of settlement sprawl (and thus landscape fragmentation) can be observed at the edges
of the Alpine Convention perimeter, for example in Bavaria (DE), Haute-Savoie (FR), or
Carinthia (AT).

3.2. Analysis of Natural Landscape Units

The results obtained in the ”binary” approach (Section 3.1) already offer initial valuable
insights but are not yet able to adequately show the structure and distribution of open
spaces in the Alps, especially on a landscape scale. For this purpose, as described in
the methodology, the degree of infrastructure development is calculated for small-scale
hydrological catchments as natural landscape units. These also represent visual axes, since
the spatial units in the alpine landscapes each respectively range between larger mountain
ridges and thus delimit, e.g., valley areas. Of great importance here are those areas that
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can be classified as “pure” open spaces (level of infrastructure development: 0–0.1%) or
near-natural open spaces (level of infrastructure development: up to 20%).

The analysis of infrastructure development levels is carried out in 10%-increments.
In the Alpine Convention perimeter, near-natural areas with a degree of development of
up to 20% account for 51.5% of the total area. The spaces marked as “pure” open spaces
(0–0.1%) account for a share of 3.5% of the Alpine Convention perimeter. The largest share
is formed in the class “>0.1–10%” with 25.4%, as can be seen in Figure 2. With an increase
in the level of infrastructure development, a decrease in the respective area of the Alpine
Convention perimeter can be observed so that areas with a medium level of infrastructural
development (between 20% and 50%) account for about 44.8% of the total area. Highly
developed landscape units (with a development level of more than 50%) form a share of
3.7% of the total Alpine Convention perimeter. Those areas with a very high development
level (>80% or >90%) are mostly located in densely populated (peri-alpine) valley areas,
such as Salzburg, Klagenfurt, or Geneva.
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Figure 2. Level of infrastructure development, statistical comparison of Alpine Convention perimeter
and EUSALP macro-region (source: authors’ figure) (Note: Area sums for AC and EUSALP differ
from those in Table 1, as landscape units are also included that are only partially located in the
respective perimeter (at the edges)).

Figure 3 also shows the distribution of areas classified as immaculate (“pure”) open
spaces. These are distributed across all states, mostly in inner alpine core areas, e.g., along
the main alpine mountain ridges of the Hohe Tauern (AT) or the Bernese Alps (CH). Due to
an accumulation of these undeveloped areas in high altitudes and peripheral regions, they
are often located on national borders. This underlines the urgent call for cross-border spatial
planning for open spaces of the OpenSpaceAlps project [22,50]. Of particular importance
for spatial planning and nature conservation are those near-natural areas (infrastructure
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development of up to 20%) that are spatially interconnected, especially for wildlife and their
migration corridors. Here, an accumulation can be observed in some alpine regions. These
include, for example, large areas in Italy and Switzerland (north) west of Lago Maggiore or
the Carnic Alps along the Italian-Austrian border.
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Figure 3. Level of infrastructure development in natural landscape units (hydrological basins) (source:
authors’ figure).

To better contextualize the open space structure in the Alps, a comparison with extra-
Alpine areas is useful. The EU Strategy for the Alpine Region (EUSALP) macro-region
is suitable for this purpose since it was broadly delimited for political reasons and thus
also includes extra-Alpine conurbations such as Munich (DE), Milan (IT) or Lyon (FR). It
should be noted that the EUSALP macro-region includes the Alpine Convention perimeter,
which forms its core area. Figure 2 shows how the share of the development levels changes
when the remaining EUSALP areas are included in addition to the Alpine Convention
perimeter. It is clearly noticeable that especially the classes “>20–30%” and “>30–40%”
with 23.3% and 23.9% respectively, show the largest shares. In the EUSALP macro-region,
near-natural areas (up to 20%) only account for a share of about 29.4% (compared with
51.5% in the Alpine Convention perimeter). Especially the share of “pure” open spaces
is very low at 1.6%, and only about 0.05% (238 km2) can be found outside the Alpine
Convention perimeter. The EUSALP perimeter areas, with high infrastructure development
(>50%), are an exception, with a total share of 9.6% (compared with 3.7% for the Alpine
Convention perimeter).

3.3. Spatial Differentiation and Overlay Analysis

Focussing on statistical analyses of the Alpine Convention perimeter, it is important
to examine development at different altitudes in an alpine context. Therefore, the mean
elevations are determined for different levels of development. The results show large
differences, with infrastructure development decreasing gradually with increasing altitude
(except for a few examples) (cf. Table 3). This is not surprising given the altitudinal
dimension of alpine settlement structures, which is also determined by the settlement
history of the Alps. Nevertheless, the analysis of the distribution according to altitude
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levels makes it clear that sparsely and undeveloped areas are almost only found at high
altitudes of over 1500 (Northern and Southern Alps) or 2000 m (Central Alps) above sea
level. This relates to the “worthless land” hypothesis [51], as these areas often represent
spaces with little human land use competition.

Table 3. Calculation of mean elevation values for zones of different infrastructure development levels
within the Alpine Convention perimeter (source: own compilation, numbers rounded).

Level of infrastructure
development (%) 0–0.1 >0.1–10 >10–20 >20–30 >30–40 >40–50 >50–60 >60–70 >70–80 >80–90 >90–100

Mean elevation (meters
above sea level) 2104 1731 1382 1136 925 809 659 641 744 866 508

As an additional differentiation, the distribution of the development share between
the major Alpine countries (Monaco and Liechtenstein not considered) is of particular
interest, which is visualized in Figure 4. The largest share of near-natural open spaces
(level of infrastructure development up to 20%) is in the Alpine Convention perimeter of
Switzerland (ca. 57.4%), followed by Austria (ca. 53.8%), France (ca. 52.5%) and Italy (ca.
50.7%). This percentage is significantly lower in the Slovenian (ca. 38.5%) and especially
in the German (ca. 21.7%) Alps. The German section of the Alpine Convention perimeter
is formed by the southernmost districts in the federal state of Bavaria, mainly featuring
landscape units with a level of infrastructure development of between 20% and 50%. This
is consistent with the previously expressed finding that the Bavarian Alpine foreland is
characterized by significant settlement sprawl and development pressure [25]. This is
partly because of the spatial proximity to dynamically growing agglomeration areas such as
Munich (DE), Salzburg (AT) or Augsburg (DE) [25]. The distribution of the category “pure”
open spaces between the Alpine countries is also interesting with Switzerland occupying
a leading position with a share of 5.2%, followed by Austria (3.8%), Italy (3.3%), France
(2.3%) and Germany (2.1%). In Slovenia, this share is at a comparatively low level of 0.7.

GermanyAustria

SwitzerlandSlovenia

France

Shares of selected countries (Alpine Conven�on Area):

Italy

0 – 0.1 %

> 0.1 – 10 %

> 10 – 20 %

> 20 – 30 %

> 30 – 40 %

> 40 – 50 %

> 50 – 60 %

> 60 – 70 %

> 70 – 80 %

> 80 – 90 %

> 90 – 100 %

Figure 4. Comparison of the degree of infrastructure development for major countries (Monaco and
Liechtenstein excluded) within the Alpine Convention perimeter (source: authors’ figure).

Conservation areas—based either on environmental or planning law—are an impor-
tant instrument for safeguarding near-natural open spaces. With more than 53,000 km2, the
Alpine protected area system covers about 28 percent of the Alpine Convention perime-
ter [52]. In an overlay analysis (Figure 5), the near-natural open spaces identified in the
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GIS analysis are placed in relation to the Alpine protected area system. Previously, the
alpine protected areas were classified into “highly protected areas” (national park core
zone, nature reserve, and Italian nature/regional park) and “other protected areas” (with a
lower protection intensity) according to a classification by ALPARC. The results show that
only 14.5% of the near-natural open spaces corresponded to highly protected areas and
about 58.4% with other protected areas, with less conservation impact. Consequently, there
is currently no overlay for about 27.2%.
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Figure 5. Overlay analysis of near-natural areas (≤20%) and alpine protected areas (source: authors’
figure, data provided by ALPARC).

As shown on the map (Figure 5), these areas are mostly located, e.g., in South Tyrol
north of Bolzano/Bozen (IT), north-east of the Aosta Valley (IT), or in the Lechtal Alps
(AT), and many other alpine regions without a specific spatial pattern. Spatially, however,
it is noticeable that Switzerland and France have a high degree of protected area coverage.
This is mainly because of weaker types of protected areas, such as, e.g., large-scale nature
parks in the Southwest of the French Alps. The observation of a missing overlay does
not necessarily mean that these areas are completely unprotected. It is rather difficult to
establish an alpine-wide database on other open space protection instruments. Here, spatial
planning can play a coordinating role in bridging bottlenecks between protected areas
and safeguarding important open space corridors. Therefore, an example of cross-border
analysis of spatial planning (also concerning nature conservation and water protection
designations) between Germany and Austria is presented in Section 4.3.

4. Discussion

The results of this paper can be summarized as follows: There are hardly any open
spaces left in the European Alpine Space that are completely free from human land use.
There are still near-natural areas covering about half of the total area with a very small hu-
man footprint (concerning the existence of buildings and infrastructure). These near-natural
areas tend to be located at high altitudes where there is (almost) no land use competition
(above 1500–2000 m elevation). They are therefore unsuitable to be used as connections
between habitat “islands.” Open spaces that still exist at the lower altitudes around perma-
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nent settlement space (below 1000 m elevation) should be preserved and better protected.
More specifically, new land use competitions, especially with the expansion of renewable
energies, must be addressed in the following discussion.

4.1. Methods

The GIS-based mapping of open spaces provides a general delimitation of areas with
little or no infrastructure in the European Alps. A more detailed delimitation applicable
to the regional and local levels would require improvements in the availability, compara-
bility, and accuracy of data. The methodology developed had to address a well-known
fundamental problem: the lack of comparable high-resolution land use and infrastructure
geodata between European countries and regions. This is also connected to the conceptual
problem relating to research on land take/land consumption [2,53], with only a few com-
prehensive contributions to the scientific literature on the extra-urban open spaces on the
landscape level [36]. Approaches to harmonize official data and remove inconsistencies
in land use and land cover data, such as the European EAGLE [54] initiative, should be
advanced and implemented to enable research approaches such as the one presented here.
The use of OpenStreetMap data for key components of the GIS analysis (infrastructure
layers such as roads, railways, cable cars, and power lines) has provided a solid basis for
analyzing the status quo but is unsuitable for continuous monitoring. This is because it
cannot be determined whether land use changes result from real changes or only from
an update/improvement of the data from the OpenStreetMap community. In contrast,
the continuously updated data of the Copernicus Land Monitoring Service is of great
value. The Corine Land Cover data [42] offer the longest time series but only a low spatial
resolution with a minimum mapping unit of 25 ha. In particular, the high-resolution layers,
especially the Impervious Built-up Layer [43], which has been available since 2018, are
promising for continuous transnational monitoring but also feature some methodological
weaknesses [47]. The method carried out is only an initial step in the analysis of open
spaces. To generate more relevant databases for spatial planning decisions, analyses of this
kind must, in the future, include more qualitative aspects of open spaces such as ecosystem
services (e.g., specific soil functions or habitat functions).

The long-term evolution and prospects of open spaces should be supported by the
monitoring of commonly defined key indicators, which are derived from the binding obli-
gations of the Alpine Convention Protocols. Based on common quantitative and qualitative
criteria and a harmonized international data basis, a practical definition should be agreed
on among alpine countries to support transnational coordination of spatial planning. Fur-
thermore, a standardized permanent Alps-wide monitoring system might be implemented
to observe and identify the development of open spaces and their modification by quantita-
tive and qualitative impacts [50]. It should cover the Alps according to the delimitation
of the Alpine Convention (with the most sensitive near natural landscapes) and could
comprehensively improve protected areas [55] as core zones.

4.2. Emerging Pressures on Open Spaces

Unbuilt open spaces are challenged by different pressure factors. In Europe, the annual
rate of land take and consequent habitat loss has gradually slowed, but ecosystems are
still under pressure from the fragmentation of peri-urban and rural landscapes [1]. From a
European perspective, the following six factors can be summarized as the most significant
threats and pressures for ecosystems [56]: climate change, invasive species, fragmentation,
land use change, pollution, and overexploitation—for the Alps, this also counts as true [57].
The analysis showed the quantitative dimension of the remaining open spaces in the
European Alps. For future work, however, it will be even more important to complement
such analyses with qualitative criteria. Examples of these potential qualitative criteria are
High nature value (HNV) farmland [27,58] or soil functions/soil quality indices [59,60]. To
establish scientifically sound monitoring approaches of open spaces and their pressures,
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a better comparison of timelines and the underlying data is required, as identified in
Section 4.1.

The most prominent emerging pressure is the growing land use pressure from renew-
able energy installations, such as solar power plants, which might be built increasingly
in open areas of Alpine landscapes, to achieve sufficient renewable energy production.
This can be exemplified by the Austrian federal state of Tyrol, which has set itself the goal
of increasing the share of solar power to thirty percent by 2050. This means that solar
power production in Tyrol would have to be increased by about thirty times over the
next 30 years [60]. Another example is Böhm et al. (2022) [61], who showed that ground-
mounted photovoltaics (GM PV) in Germany feature a higher land demand (around
25,500 ha) compared with previous estimates. Their analysis shows that by 2018 around
52% of GM PV have been constructed on arable land as well as 15% on grassland, resulting
in a share of only 33% for conversion areas and other land use types. In South Tyrol, Italy,
photovoltaic systems may only be installed on roof surfaces. For South Tyrol, Moser et al.
(2014) [62] showed that the goals for renewable energy supply could be achieved when
using non-conventional surfaces (e.g., artificial lakes and transport infrastructure). In.
addition, in other Alpine countries, transport-area-integrated photovoltaics near roadways
and railways (e.g., noise barriers, roadside embankments, and road roofing systems) could
be a probable solution [63]. The photovoltaic development over sealed surfaces without
additional land consumption could be a return on investment with infrastructure projects
and increase the acceptance of the extension of photovoltaic energy sources in society.

In light of the necessary expansion acceleration of renewable energy sources, spatial
planning has a special coordination function: to simultaneously manage the energy tran-
sition and qualitatively develop open spaces, preserving their most important ecosystem
services. From a research perspective, this would increase the need for tailored impact
assessment of renewable energy installations [61] and joint strategies/methods for spatial
and energy planning [62]. Renewable energies were not directly included in the analysis
of this article. This is mainly because hardly any reliable geodata is available for energy
sources such as wind turbines or ground-mounted photovoltaic plants, which would en-
able a transnational analysis. To include it in spatial monitoring, it is necessary to create
European-wide geodata for the use and planning of renewable energies, which should also
be accessible for research purposes.

4.3. Role of Spatial Planning

To date, spatial planning has been based on legally defined responsibilities concerned
with the built environment, focusing on requirements for living, working, and transport.
From a comparative, transnational perspective, the ESPON COMPASS project defines
spatial planning as “the ensemble of institutions that are used to mediate competition
over the use of land and property, to allocate rights of development, to regulate change
and to promote preferred spatial and urban form” [63]. Open spaces have thus far mostly
been considered as residual areas due to their negative definition. We advocate that for
ecological connectivity reasons, tailored planning strategies for open spaces are needed to
safeguard them from further urbanization and fragmentation [41].

There is a lack of cross-border planning coordination between Alpine countries and
regions relating to protected areas as sectoral planning instruments and open spaces serving
as connectivity landscapes [64]. Regional planning should focus on certain key issues of
supra-local relevance, such as interconnected open space networks or the coordination of
tourism infrastructures. Coordination between the municipalities within the framework
of regional planning procedures should be guided by developing regional concepts of
settlement and open space development. Spatial planning should put a stronger focus on
the implementation of agricultural priority areas in valleys, ecological corridors, and large
recreational open spaces [50,65]. Neighboring regions should commit to consulting each
other in regional planning procedures. For highly interdependent bordering areas, such as
cross-border agglomerations, joint strategic planning documents should be elaborated or
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enhanced (e.g., “Masterplan Kernregion Salzburg”) to provide bilateral strategic guidelines
for spatial planning. This shall endeavor to reduce cross-border competition for residents,
businesses, and retail locations as a driving force of urban sprawl. Rather, such planning
decisions should be coordinated across borders to determine the most suitable locations
and minimize land take [41].

There are many examples of successful spatial planning interventions, such as the
Bavarian Alpenplan [66]. However, area-wide data on spatial planning designations relevant
for the safeguarding of open spaces are not available at an alpine-wide scale. Figure 6 shows
the specific border region between Germany (Federal State of Bavaria) and Austria (Federal
State of Salzburg), for which data/evidence on relevant spatial planning designations was
compiled for this article.
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In addition to the infrastructural development of the natural landscape units (hydro-
logical basins) presented in Section 3, area-related designations of (supra-local) spatial
planning, nature conservation, and water protection on both sides of the German-Austrian
border are indicated. In all blue area types shown, building construction or development
with new technical infrastructure is generally not permitted. The difference between
densely populated areas (e.g., the transnational Salzburg metropolitan area and the Salzach
valley) and the more rural areas can be seen. In the southern part of the Berchtesgadener
Land district, there is a comparatively extensive coverage of planning instruments that
safeguard open space, most prominently the Berchtesgaden National Park. This is continued
on the other side of the border with protected areas in the state of Salzburg, strengthening
supra-local ecological connectivity. In contrast, the northern part of Berchtesgadener Land
only has only a few areas designated for the safeguarding of open space, primarily for the
protection of drinking water sources. This area is influenced by the dynamic growth of the
city of Salzburg with a continuous risk of land take for buildings and infrastructure at the
expense of agricultural production areas resulting in landscape fragmentation. There are
also differences in the intensity and coverage of planning instruments in the federal state
of Salzburg. For example, in the planning region Tennengau (district Hallein), there is a
large-scale “Alpine quiet zone” as a regional planning instrument, which does not exist in
other sub-regions.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

Global change is causing new crosscutting challenges where the safeguarding of open
spaces is an important solution as they provide climate, groundwater and flood, natural
heritage (biodiversity) protection, and soil conservation. Stakeholders should strive to
connect the topic of safeguarding open spaces with these future key challenges [50]. It is,
therefore, high time to describe the term “open space” in a proactive and positive manner.
Planning instruments need to integrate ecosystem services delivered within open spaces
into their regulatory portfolio [40,67,68]. Renewable energy production requires additional
land and contributes to emerging land use conflicts. Planning needs to have the foresight
to address these arising pressures caused by the requirements from the green energy
transition (and the problematic dependence of Central European countries on the import of
fossil energy sources) in advance. That is why spatial planning must act in anticipation of
emerging land use trends by developing criteria to delimit specific exclusionary areas to
spatially coordinate renewable energy installations and diminish their impact on the land
take and landscape fragmentation [41].

Alpine open spaces must be maintained and deliberately safeguarded through en-
hanced spatial and sectoral planning instruments for biodiversity, the reduction of natural
hazards, and climate change mitigation. We have learned that most remaining open spaces
tend to be in high altitudes of over 1500 m (Northern and Southern Alps) or 2000 m (Central
Alps) above sea level. Those areas must soon receive an enhanced protection status to
be able to fulfill the 30 × 30 CBD [Convention on Biological Diversity] COP 15 Kunming
goal [69]. Agricultural land in the Alpine valleys is mostly affected by land take. Therefore,
particular attention must be paid to the preservation of productive agricultural soil. In
addition, ecological connectivity requires the safeguarding of green corridors on valley
floors to link the core areas mentioned above [41]. As nature-based solutions [70,71] in
spatial planning, green corridors must further be identified through targeted data-based
analysis and comprehensively defined in spatial planning documents at the regional and
local levels. In addition, in valleys that feature major connectivity barriers (such as major
roads or railways), technical solutions such as green bridges (wildlife crossings) need to be
installed to restore ecological connectivity in the Alps [41].
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Notes
1 EU Strategy for the Alpine Region (EUSALP), cf. www.alpine-region.eu (accessed on 1 September 2022).
2 Land use analysis using Corine Land Cover 2018 data. Available online: https://land.copernicus.eu/pan-european/corine-land-

cover/clc2018?tab=metadata (accessed on 2 August 2022).
3 According to ALPARC [23] Strategic Alpine Connectivity Areas (SACA) consist of: Ecological Conservation Areas (SACA 1),

Ecological Intervention Areas (SACA 2) and Connectivity Restoration Areas (SACA 3).
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